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Abstract. The presented study was devoted to environmental safety in the 
context of the implementation of energy transfer programs. Among the 
main transitions, a conservative, innovative and energy transition is singled 
out, within the framework of which relevant measures are taken to increase 
the efficiency of the energy industry. The work analyzed plans for various 
approaches, as a result, it was concluded that in the event of an energy 

transition, it is planned to reduce oil and gas consumption by up to 20% 
and increase the consumption of renewable energy sources. The work 
revealed that the plans should be implemented taking into account the 
specifics and characteristics of the energy industries, in connection with 
which, a model for ensuring the energy transition containing mechanisms 
for decarburization, decentralization and digitalization was proposed for 
the Russian Federation. At the end of the study, brief conclusions are 
presented. 

1 Introduction 

World energy began to develop in the XV-XVIII century, when a person learned to extract 

process and use fuel and energy resources for his own consumption. In the XIX-XX 

century, energy began a large-scale transformation and development, which consisted of 

developing new methods for extracting energy resources, transferring them over long 

distances, converting them to the final product and creating an efficient consumption 

system [1-3]. During this period, the main types of fuel and energy resources were peat, 

coal, oil, gas and other extracted resources, which, as a rule, are non-renewable [4-6]. 

In modern times, fuel and energy resources are considered as a driver of economic 
development, from the point of view of replenishing the budget and providing people with 

all the necessary resources, on the other hand, energy consumption forms additional waste, 

which negatively affects the atmosphere through emissions of pollutants, and mining 
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violates the natural structure of soil coverings of the earth. In connection with the 

aggravating problems of efficient consumption and use of fuel and energy resources, 

humanity is thinking about reducing the consumption of such resources and replacing them 

with renewable resources, which practically do not affect the state of the environment [7-9]. 

In the 21st century, mankind is thinking not only about the efficient use of extracted 

fuel and energy resources, but also about the possibility of using various types of 

inexhaustible resources for the production of electric and thermal energy, hot water, 

ensuring the operation of individual facilities in households, obtaining water resources, etc. 
Due to the fact that there has been a trend in the global energy sector related to the 

transition to new types of resources, we consider it necessary to analyze the current state of 

the global energy industry and possible trends in its development. 

2 Materials and methods 

The aim of this work is to assess the global energy potential and consider the conditions for 

the energy transition. Based on the stated goal, the following tasks were proposed: 

- Analyze the global energy potential and possible options for its development;  
- To propose a model for ensuring the energy transition in Russia.  

The study used statistics published in open sources. The work was based on the use of 

scientific approaches and methods, which made it possible to reveal the goal of the study. 

3 Results 

In recent years, world energy policy has pursued a goal related to ensuring the transition 

from the adopted way of extraction, production and consumption of fuel and energy 

resources to a changed structure of resource consumption, taking into account new features 
of the development of mankind and national economies, this approach is called the energy 

transition [10]. 

If this goal is achieved, countries plan to reduce the use of non-renewable energy 

sources, for example, coal, oil and gas consumption by 15-20%, and increase the 

consumption of biomass, waste, use of hydropower, nuclear resources, etc. Similar goals 

were set in almost all energy programs of national states, some of which have already 

achieved significant results in the transition to new types of resources, however, most 

countries are not able to carry out the restructuring of these types of activities [11-13]. 
At the same time, the energy transition should be based on the electrification of all types 

of activities and areas of human and industrial production, increasing the energy efficiency 

of production processes, the development of new technologies, including the transition to 

innovative and digital technologies, the creation of a distributed energy system, and 

cheapening of non-traditional energy, the development of energy storage technologies and 

hydrogen energy. The implementation of such technologies will create a working system of 

energy transition, which will increase not only energy efficiency, but also create an 

incentive for the development of national economies [14]. 
Of course, the energy transition cannot be carried out in all countries; this is due to the 

existing features of the energy industries, their scale, connection with the national economy, 

dependence on other areas of activity, and more. In this regard, there are three forecasts for 

the development of energy in the prism of the energy transition [15]: 

- A conservative scenario is the preservation of established energy patterns, current 

state energy policy, the speed of technology development, etc.; 

- An innovative scenario is the development of existing plans for the construction and 

operation of renewable energy sources, the transition to electric transport and increased 
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energy efficiency of production. Implementation of the progressive development of 

technologies and the creation of conditions for the localization of production; 

- The energy transition is the implementation of a decarburization policy, ensuring 

competition for technology and the creation of world centers for the development of new 

technologies. 

Thus, with each transition, it is possible to achieve certain tasks that will ensure a better 

quality of energy, and will open up new opportunities for the economy. 

Consider the structure of primary energy consumption by type of fuel in the world 
(figure 1) [15-16]. 
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Fig 1. The structure of primary energy consumption by type of fuel in the world, as a percentage. 

From the presented figure it is clear that such types of fuels as coal and oil should 

decrease to 20 and 25% in the global fuel and energy balance, in turn, other areas of activity 

and fuels should replace displaced fuels. At the same time, we see that the stronger the 

transition is planned, the more displacement of coal and oil and the development of new 

types of fuels take place. 
Thus, the presented figure indicates that the global energy industry plans to make a 

qualitative transition to the use of new types of fuels and to ensure the development of new 

technologies in these areas [17]. 

At the same time, it seems interesting to consider the structure of primary energy 

consumption in the Russian Federation (figure 2) [15-16].  

The figure shows that, compared with the global energy sector, Russia plans to achieve 

significant results during the energy transition, for example, to reduce the use of coal by 

half and oil by half. Of course, such an approach should provide a breakthrough 
development of alternative fuels, since in Russia the potential of hydropower and atomic 

energy is used at a high level. 

Achieving such results, both for the Russian Federation and for the whole world, is 

possible due to the provision of technology transfer, while a similar approach should be 

implemented continuously and the developing countries should create continuous 

information flows that will allow developing countries to use them at their discretion [18-

20]. The Russian Federation, in this case, can act as a developer and recipient of these 

technologies, but if we compare the energy potential of Russia and other countries of the 
world, it can be said that the country is not a leader and in this case it is advisable to receive 
already developed technologies. 
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Fig. 2. The structure of primary energy consumption by type of fuel in Russia, as a percentage. 

4 Discussions 

According to researchers [15], the global energy transition should be based on three 

components - decarburization, decentralization and digitalization. We believe that such an 

approach should be transformed to the Russian Federation and present a model of energy 

transition. 

Imagine a model for ensuring the energy transition of the Russian energy sector (figure 

3) [21-25]. 
 

 

Fig. . Energy Transition Model in Russia. 

The generated model contains the specifics of the Russian energy industry, which 

cannot, in a short period of time, completely rebuild and exist according to new 

development rules. Here we see that it is also advisable to base the model on mechanisms 

to eliminate the use of carbon, ensure decentralization of energy, and a gradual transition to 

innovative and digital technologies. 
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Thus, the creation of an energy transition system is designed until 2040, of course, for 

such a period, it is possible to carry out a restructuring of the energy sector, but any 

restructuring or adjustment to new conditions should be fraught with the existing problems 

and capabilities of national power engineers. 

5 Conclusion 

As a part of the study, the global and Russian energy potential was analyzed and the main 

directions of energy development in the long term were determined. The study revealed that 
energy industries must make the energy transition, which can be carried out according to 

conservative, innovative and progressive approaches. As part of a progressive approach, it 

is planned to reduce oil and coal consumption by up to 20% and increase the consumption 

and use of unlimited natural resources. The study proved that the Russian energy industry 

should develop taking into account industrial characteristics, and decarburization, 

decentralization and digitalization should become directions. As part of the work, a model 

was proposed to ensure the energy transition of the Russian energy sector, taking into 

account decarburization, decentralization and digitalization. 
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